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Abstract
Background: Dimethyl fumarate (DMF), an oral diseasemodifying treatment for Multiple Sclerosis (MS), displays
anti-oxidative properties, thought to be via modulation of
glutathione (GSH). However, to date, the effect of DMF on
the metabolic profile of MS brains has not been evaluated.
The aim of this study was to measure cross-sectional
changes in hippocampal neurometabolites in RelapsingRemitting MS (RRMS) patients, compared to Healthy
Controls (HCs) and then evaluate the metabolic impact of
DMF treatment longitudinally over 24 months.
Methods: 1H-MRS was undertaken on 20 RRMS patients
prior to and up to 24 months post-inception of DMF
treatment and 20 age sex-matched HCs. Spectroscopic data
was acquired from the hippocampus using single voxel
spectroscopy (6.75 mL, PRESS, TE 30 ms) at 3T.
Results: We identified a significant reduction in
hippocampal N-acetylaspartate (NAA, -13%, p=0.0001) and
increased myoinositol (mI, +9%, p=0.02) in RRMS patients,
before starting DMF, compared to HCs. Following treatment
onset, GSH levels differed significantly over 24 months in
the RRMS group (F=3.5, p<0.05). There was a reduction in
GSH from baseline to 1 month of treatment (p=0.014). This
reduction remained statistically significant after 6 months of
treatment (p=0.04), but slightly increased after 12 and 24
months of treatment (p=0.15 and 0.18, respectively),
approaching levels seen in HCs.
Conclusions: The trend for the rebound effect of GSH
following 24 months of DMF treatment is suggestive of
recovery from the inflammatory event and is the first
demonstration of an anti-oxidative effect in the MS brain
following DMF treatment.
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Background
The mode of action of Dimethyl Fumarate (DMF) [1] in
Multiple Sclerosis (MS) is thought to be partly due to its antioxidative properties, through modulation of systemic
glutathione (GSH) activation, thereby attenuating oxidative
stress and cellular loss in active MS [2]. To date, the impact of
DMF on metabolic changes and oxidative status in the MS brain
has not been extensively investigated.
The development of novel and non-invasive MR techniques
such as 1H-MRS, enable monitoring of a number of chemical
entities in the MS brain to be explored, including GSH [3,4].
Srinivasan et al. [5], demonstrated GSH levels to be significantly
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higher in gray matter (GM) compared to white matter (WM) in
healthy controls (HCs) and reported a significant reduction in
GM GSH in relapsing-remitting MS (RRMS). Also, regions of
higher oxidative stress, within the WM T2 lesions in RRMS, have
shown a depletion in GSH compared to normal appearing white
matter [6]. In frontoparietal regions of secondary progressive
MS (SPMS) patients, GSH levels are reduced compared to that
measured in HCs [7,8]. Other studies confirmed lower GSH
concentrations not only in SPMS but also in the total
frontoparietal regions of primary progressive MS patients.
Moreover, there was a positive association between the levels of
GSH in this region with cognitive function, including memory
and processing speed [9].
In the current study, we applied 1H-MRS to investigate
longitudinal metabolic changes in the hippocampus of RRMS
patients following the initiation of DMF treatment. We also
explored if hippocampal neurometabolite changes in RRMS were
associated with severity of clinical and neuropsychological
symptoms.

Methods
Patients and healthy control subjects
Twenty patients with confirmed RRMS, in accordance with the
McDonald criteria [10], aged between 20 to 55 years, who were
considered eligible to commence DMF treatment by their
treating neurologist, were included in this study. HCs (N=20)
were age (± 2 years) and sex-matched to the RRMS cohort. Out
of the remaining 20 RRMS patients, 7 could not be evaluated at
2 years due to various reasons such as pregnancy, having
stopped DMF due to side effects or patient’s choice.
All patients were recruited from the John Hunter Hospital,
Newcastle, Australia, MS outpatient clinic. Age and sex-matched
HC were derived from the Hunter Medical Research Institute
(HMRI) research register and needed to comply to the study
inclusion criteria, which included passing an MRI safety
clearance, as well as being able to comply with all study
procedures. Institutional Review Board approval was obtained
from the Hunter New England Local Health District Human
Research Ethics Committee, with written informed consent
obtained from all subjects prior to undertaking any study-related
procedures. All scans were conducted between December 2015
and March 2018.
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according to the following regime: 120 mg/day week 1, 240
mg/day week 2, 360 mg/day week 3 and 480 mg/day from week
4 onwards.

MRI acquisition and structural assessments
All MRI/MRS scans were undertaken on a 3T Prisma (Siemens
Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany) MRI scanner equipped with a
64-channel head and neck coil located at the HMRI, Newcastle,
NSW, Australia. Experimental parameters of the threedimensional isotropic T1-weighted Magnetization-Prepared
Rapid Gradient Echo (MPRAGE) were as follows; sagittal
orientation, TR/TE/TI=2000/3.5/1100 ms, 7o flip angle, Field of
View (FOV)=256 × 256 mm, pixel size=1 × 1 × 1 mm3, NEX=4 and
acquisition time=5 minutes. Three-dimensional T2 FLuidAttenuated Inversion Recovery (T2-FLAIR) sequence, TR/TE/
TI=5000/386/1800 ms, 12o flip angle, FOV=256 × 256 mm, pixel
size=1 × 1 × 1 mm3, echo train duration=858 ms, NEX=1 and
acquisition time=4 minutes.
Quantification of hyperintense WM lesions were performed
using T2-FLAIR data, where total lesion volumes were derived
using the SPM platform. Annualized atrophy changes in
Percentage Brain Volume Change (PBVC) for 13 RRMS patients in
(Baseline, T12, and T24) were assessed using SIENA [11].
SPM [12] was used to segment the spectroscopic voxel into
the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), GM and WM. For accuracy in the
MRS voxel re-positioning, during longitudinal re-assessment,
MPRAGE data was reconstructed into 1 mm coronal and axial
slices on the scanner. Lesions within the MRS voxel were
segmented using the lesion growth algorithm described by
Quadrelli et al. [13].
1H-MRS

acquisition, post-processing, and analyses

One-dimensional (1D) 1H hippocampal MRS was applied using
a Point resolved Spectroscopy (PRESS) sequence at short echo
time, acquired from the Region Of Interest (ROI), as shown in
Figure 1.

Study design
In the RRMS cohort, an open-label longitudinal observational
study was conducted to evaluate the impact of DMF treatment
on the hippocampal metabolite profile. We also conducted a
cross-sectional evaluation prior to and at 24 months post DMF
treatment inception, between RRMS patients and HCs. MRI/MRS
data was acquired from the RRMS cohort at five different time
points; Baseline (T0, pre-DMF onset), 1 month (T1), 6 months
(T6), 12 months (T12) and 24 months (T24) post inception of
DMF treatment onset. HCs were scanned at baseline and 24
months. DMF dosing was escalated over the first month of
treatment, to achieve a therapeutic dose of 480 mg/day

2

Figure 1: Hippocampal voxel size and position: T1-weighted
MR images from a multiple sclerosis patient in coronal,
sagittal and axial planes demonstrating the hippocampal
voxel size and position (white box).
The following parameters were used: TR/TE=2000/30 ms,
hippocampal voxel size=30 × 15 × 15 mm3, averages=96, vector
size=1024 points, preparation scans=4, RF offset frequency=3.02
ppm and water suppression with scan time 3.2 minutes. Water
This article is available from: http://www.jbiomeds.com/

reference was also acquired (4 averages, scan time=8 sec) from
the same voxel position and size after disabling RF part of water
suppression module.
Although non-edited MRS is less commonly used than Jedited MEGA-PRESS sequences [14] for detection of low
concentration metabolites such as GSH, others have shown that
non-edited MRS can be used to measure GSH reliably [15,16].
We validated non-edited MRS (TE=30 ms) by acquiring MRS data
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from two phosphate-buffered GSH phantoms (3 and 6 mM,
pH=7.4) and fitting them using an automated linear combination
of model spectra (LCModel, v6.2-2B) [17] software package.
Both phantoms contained equal amounts of NAA (12.5 mM),
creatine (Cr) (10 mM) and choline (Cho) (3 mM). LCModel fitting
yielded the correct ratios of GSH/Cr in both phantoms. Samples
of in-vivo MR spectra from hippocampus and in-vitro MRS data
analyzed by LCModel are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: In-vivo and in-vitro 1H-MRS spectra: LCModel fitting output of typical 1H-MRS spectra of in-vivo (left) data acquired from
hippocampus and in-vitro (right) at 3T and a TE value of 30 ms. 1H-MRS: proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy; Cr: creatine;
PCr: phosphocreatine; Glx: glutamate+glutamine; mI: myo-inositol; GPC: glycerophosphocholine; PCh: phosphocholine; GSH:
glutathione; NAA: N-acetylaspartate.
Single voxel 1D MRS was transferred offline and analyzed with
LCModel using a basis set specifically designed for 3T and TE=30
ms with water normalization. This technique allowed the
estimation of overlapping resonant metabolites such as
glutamine+glutamate (Glx) at short TE. A water reference scan
was used for eddy-current correction as well as partial volume
correction in LCModel by adjusting ‘WCONC’ parameter based
on percentages of WM, GM, and CSF as described in the
LCModel manual. Concentrations of the brain metabolites were
expressed as a ratio with respect to total creatine (Cr
+phosphocreatine (PCr)=tCr) with Cramer-Rao lower bound
(CRLB (SD%) less than or equal 20% accepted.

Quality control
Maintenance of quality control for MRI and MRS data was
carried out by weekly scanning of the American College of
Radiologists (ACR) phantom and spherical GE spectroscopic
phantom [18] containing stable brain metabolites at
physiological pH and concentrations.

Clinical assessments
Disability status was evaluated in the RRMS group, prior to
and at 12 and 24 months following the inception of DMF
© Under License of Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License

treatment, by applying the Expanded Disability Severity Scale
(EDSS). All EDSS evaluations were performed by a neurologist
who had undertaken appropriate neuro status certification
training. The Multiple Sclerosis Severity Score (MSSS) was
calculated using the EDSS and duration of disease for each
patient according to the algorithms provided by Roxburgh et al.
[19].
Similarly, all study participants (RRMS and HCs) were assessed
for cognitive performance at baseline, 12 and 24 months using
the Audio Recorded Cognitive Screen (ARCS), which is a valid
and reliable instrument for administering neuropsychological
tests of cognitive function to unsupervised individuals [20]. The
ARCS assesses performance in the domains of memory, verbal
fluency, language (object naming), visuospatial function and
attention with elements from each domain score then used to
derive an overall ‘global’ cognitive performance score. The
Symbol Digit Modalities Test (SDMT) was undertaken
concurrently as a measure of attention and information
processing speed presented in the visual modality.
The mental health status of participants was assessed using
the short version of the Depression Anxiety Stress Scale
(DASS-21) [21]. Higher scores were indicative of higher levels of
depression, stress, and anxiety. All scores, derived from the 21point scale, were multiplied by 2 to enable comparison to the
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full 42-point scale DASS and determine clinical cutoffs for
symptom severity.

Results

Fatigue status was determined using the Modified Fatigue
Impact Scale (MFIS), a modified form of the Fatigue Impact Scale
[22]. The questionnaire was based on items derived from
interviews with MS patients concerning how fatigue impacts
their lives. This instrument provided an assessment of the
effects of fatigue in terms of physical and cognitive functioning.

Participant demographics and characteristics

Statistical analysis
To investigate the significant difference between MS and HCs
groups, T-tests were applied using SPSS, for independent and
paired sample analyses. Major brain metabolites (NAA, Cr, total
choline (tCho), mI, GSH and Glx) were analyzed from MS
patients and HCs at different time points. The level of significant
change in metabolite levels associated with the onset of DMF
treatment was assessed using repeated measures ANOVA,
adjusted for appropriate covariates, followed by post hoc testing
using the Least Significant Difference (LSD). Additionally, the
correlation between clinical symptoms and metabolite levels
was performed using the correlation coefficient for nonparametric correlations (Spearman’s rho).

All of the 20 recruited RRMS patients met the enrollment
criteria. Patients were predominantly female, early in their
disease course with mild disability (EDSS 2 ± 0.18) (Table 1). The
cross-sectional evaluation showed significant differences in the
severity of mood symptoms, fatigue status and cognition
impairment in the RRMS patients compared to age and sexmatched HCs at baseline and at two years (Table 1). There were
no significant changes in levels of clinical symptoms for HCs
during the 24-months period (baseline and 24 months) (Table
1). Reliable data were obtained from HCs and MS participants at
each time point. Additionally, using repeated measures of
ANOVA, longitudinal analysis (treatment effect) showed no
statistical change was observed in the level of any clinical
symptoms, EDSS, MSSS and disease duration for DMF treatment
for 13 RRMS patients at three time points (T0, T12 and T24) over
the two years (p>0.4, F<0.7). We observed no statistical changes
in the level of severity of disability at DMF treatment onset and
at the 24 months post-DMF treatment.

Table 1: Cross-sectional analysis of mean demographic scores and disease-related variables for MS and HCs groups at baseline and 2
years.
Baseline

4

2 yrs follow up

HCs

MS

Characteristics

(N=20)

(N=20)

Sex (% female)

80%

80%

Age

35 ± 1.62

Disease duration (yrs)

p-value

HCs

MS

p-value

(N=13)

(N=13)

0.884

85%

85%

0.684

35 ± 1.64

0.921

37 ± 1.62

37 ± 1.64

0.721

-

5 ± 1.3

-

-

6 ± 1.50

-

EDSS

-

2 ± 0.18

-

-

2 ± 0.41

-

MSSS

-

3.75 ± 0.4

-

-

3 ± 0.71

-

Total ARCS

93 ± 2.84

82 ± 3.44

0.015

95 ± 4.05

83 ± 5.33

0.096

Memory

92 ± 2.78

87 ± 4.74

0.346

96 ± 2.34

83 ± 7.94

0.173

Fluency

92 ± 4.02

81 ± 3.44

0.053

92 ± 5.72

84 ± 5.84

0.333

Visuospatial

100 ± 0.6

102 ± 0.92

0.04

100 ± 1.54

101 ± 1.01

0. 211

Language

92 ± 4.16

81 ± 4.43

0.066

94 ± 6.12

80 ± 3.83

0.066

Attention

101 ± 2.43

91 ± 3.42

0.015

101 ± 2.37

97 ± 4.62

0.437

SDMT

63 ± 3.27

52 ± 2.51

0.01

64 ± 2.49

53 ± 3.47

0.02

DASS-21

10 ± 1.76

36 ± 5.95

0

8 ± 1.67

23 ± 4.57

0.006

Stress

6 ± 1.29

17 ± 2.54

0.001

5 ± 0.82

15 ± 2.71

0.003

Anxiety

2 ± 0.53

10 ± 2.07

0

1 ± 0.41

5 ± 1.27

0.004

Depression

2 ± 0.34

10 ± 1.94

0

2 ± 0.97

6 ± 1.81

0.044

MFIS

12.95 ± 2.48

37.4 ± 3.87

0

12 ± 4.44

29 ± 4.47

0.01

Physical fatigue

5 ± 1.06

18.1 ± 2.03

0

5 ± 2.27

13.1 ± 2.36

0.021

This article is available from: http://www.jbiomeds.com/

Cognitive fatigue

7.9 ± 1.64
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19.32 ± 2.06

0

7 ± 2.27

16 ± 2.34

0.008

Note: Data are expressed as mean values ± SEM; MFIS: Modified Fatigue Impact Scale; SDMT: Symbol Digit Modalities Test; DASS-21: Depression Anxiety Stress
Scales; EDSS: Expanded Disability Status Scale; MSSS: Multiple Sclerosis Severity Score; ARCS: Audio Recorded Cognitive Screen

Morphology (whole brain and voxel characteristics)
There was a significant variation in the MRS voxel composition
(GM, WM, and CSF fractions) between HCs and MS patients
using cross-sectional analysis, with a significant reduction in the
WM fraction within the hippocampal voxel in the RRMS cohort
at baseline (pre-DMF onset) compared to the HC group. We
observed no significant difference at 24 months follow up postDMF treatment start in voxel composition between HCs and MS
patients. In addition, we saw no significant change in the total

brain volume between the RRMS cohort and HCs at baseline and
also at 2 yrs (Table 2). Interestingly, within the RRMS cohort, the
longitudinal analysis showed the onset of DMF treatment had a
significant impact on the WM voxel composition (F=2.65,
p=0.04) up to 24 months post-treatment. We saw no significant
change in the whole brain T2-FLAIR lesion load, during the 24month DMF treatment period (F=1.24, p=0.12) (Table 2). There
were no morphological changes during the 24-months DMF
treatment period.

Table 2: Mean values of spectroscopic voxel segmentation and volume of brain fractions for RRMS patients compared to HCs
showing treatment effect across time points.
HCs
Regions

HCs

Sample size

MRS voxel

Whole brain
(mm3)

MS baseline

T1

T6

T12

T24

N=20

4.7 ± 0.006

3.8 ± 0.005

3.8
0.005

±

3.2 ± 0.008

40 ± 0.009

46 ± 0.025

47.8
0.006

47.6
0.007

±

GM%

WM%

55.7 ± 0.011

46 ± 0.024a

48 ± 0.007

-

0.011 ± 0.005

0.030
0.012

1596.9 ± 14.3

-

-

4.9 ± 0.9

4.83 ± 0.88

4.82
0.98

voxel

Whole
volume

brain

T2
volume

lesion

1615.3
27.4

-

F

N=13

CSF%

lesion
(mm3)

(2 yrs)

±

±

3.5 ± 0.004

3.9 ± 0.006

4.4 ± 0.019

1.3
3

0.27
2

45 ± 0.02

46.5
0.008b

40.1 ± 0.02

2

0.10
1

48 ± 0.008

51 ± 0.022

49.6 ± 0.01

55.4
0.045

2.6
5

0.04

0.024
0.01

0.016
0.009

0.023
0.006

±
-

1.8
2

0.15
2

1601.2
16.5

±

-

-

-

4.7 ± 0.98

4.7 ± 0.98

1.2
4

0.12

±

±

±

±

1621.6
24.1

±
-

±

±

Note: a: ≤ 0.001 MS Vs Hcs At Baseline; b: ≤ 0.01 MS Vs HCs At 2 Year Follow Up; CSF: Cerebrospinal Fluid; GM: Gray Matter; MRS: Magnetic Resonance
Spectroscopy; T1: 1 Month Of Treatment; T6: 6 Months Of Treatment; T12: 12 Months Of Treatment; T24: 24 Months Of Treatment; WM: White Matter

Annualized atrophy changes of PBVC were analyzed for 13
RRMS patients at three time periods (T0 vs T12, T12 vs T24 and
T0 vs T24), yielding -0.35 ± 0.14, -0.40 ± 0.12 and -0.55 ± 0.19,
respectively. No substantial change was observed in the average
annualized rate of brain volume loss between 1st and 2 nd year of
treatment with DMF. PBVC which was analyzed for the matched
13 HCs for only one time period (T0 vs T24), yielding (-0.19 ±
0.11), is significantly lower atrophy rate than that observed in
the patient cohort.

MR spectroscopy
Using single voxel 1D MRS, the cross-sectional analysis
identified a statistically significant reduction in hippocampal
NAA (-13%, p=0.0001) and increase in mI (+9%, p=0.02) in the
total RRMS cohort at baseline, compared to HCs (Figure 3). In
contrast, we did not observe any significant difference in the
level of hippocampal Glx, Cr, tCho or GSH between the RRMS
group at baseline compared to HCs (data not shown). When
assessing only the cohort that was followed up (N=13), the
© Under License of Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License

cross-sectional analysis showed no statistical significance
(p>0.05) in hippocampal metabolites (NAA, Glx, Cr, tCho, mI, and
GSH) between the RRMS cohort (N=13) and matched HCs (N=13)
at the 24-month time point. No statistically significant difference
was observed in MRS data between HCs at baseline compared to
HCs at 2 yrs and between MS at baseline compared to MS at 2
yrs.
Longitudinal analysis showed the onset of treatment with
DMF did not significantly impact on the levels of hippocampal
NAA, mI, Glx, tCho or Cr in the RRMS group. However, as the
DMF treatment progressed, the mean hippocampal GSH levels
were altered significantly over the 24-month treatment period
(F=3.5, p<0.03) (Figure 4). Post hoc tests revealed that there was
a statistically significant reduction of -28% in GSH levels from the
baseline pre-treatment time point to T1 (0.6 ± 0.061 vs 0.43 ±
0.039, p=0.014). This reduction remained statistically significant
at T6 (0.45 ± 0.03, p=0.035), but slightly increased at T12 (0.48 ±
0.045, p=0.15) and T24 (0.49 ± 0.029, p=0.18) to approach levels
seen in the HC group.
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Figure 4: DMF effect on glutathione levels in HCs and RRMS:
Pre and post-treatment with dimethyl fumarate (DMF) effect
on the ratio of glutathione (GSH) to total creatine (tCr) levels
in relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis (RRMS) with healthy
controls (HCs) as a reference line. T0: baseline; T1: 1 month of
treatment; T6: 6 months of treatment; T12: 12 months of
treatment; T24: 24 months of treatment.

Correlation of metabolites
volumetric measures

Figure 3: Neurometabolites levels (NAA, mI) in RRMS
compared to HCs at baseline and 2yrs follow up: With
significant difference to total creatine (tCr) for healthy
controls (HCs) and Relapsing-Remitting Multiple Sclerosis
(RRMS) pre and post onset of treatment with Dimethyl
fumarate (DMF). T0: baseline; T1: 1 month of treatment; ↑:
the time at which the therapeutic dose level was reached; T6:
6 months of treatment; T12: 12 months of treatment; T24: 24
months of treatment; mI: Myo-inositol; NAA: Nacetylaspartate.

with

clinical

and

We investigated associations between clinical symptoms and
hippocampal metabolite levels at the baseline, 12-month and
24-month post-DMF treatment onset. The clinical symptoms
that showed the strongest associations with hippocampal
metabolite levels were related to mood status at T12 and T24
(Table 3).

Table 3: Spearman’s correlation between neurometabolites ratios and cognitive functions in RRMS across 24 month study period.
Only statistically significant changes are listed.
Time points

Metabolite/tCr

Clinical parameters

T0

Glx

EDSS

MSSS

DD

WM

-0.593*

0.663*

-0.754**

-0.577*

-

MSSS

WBV

WM

0.637*

0.657*

-0.654*

SDMT

DASS-21

Depression

Anxiety

Stress

-0.551*

0.695**

0.634**

0.687**

0.549*

-

DASS-21

Depression

Anxiety

Stress

0.554*

0.543*

0.647*

0.540*

-

-

Anxiety

-

NAA

T12

mI

tCho

Glx

6

-

-

-

This article is available from: http://www.jbiomeds.com/
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0.499*
T24

Cr

mI

-

-

DASS-21

Depression

0.691*

0.639*

-

DD

-

Stress
0.631*

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.595*
Glx

-

-

DD
-0.572*

NAA

TARCS

Attention

0.624*

0.626*

-

Note: *** creatine;DASS-21: ; D D: disease duration; EDSS: expanded disability status scale; Glx: glutamate+glutamine; NAA: N-acetylaspartate; mI: myo-inositolMSSS:
multiple sclerosis severity score; SDMT: symbol digit modalities test; TARCSbaseline; T12: 12 months of treatment; T24: 24 months of treatment;

There was a positive correlation between the levels of
hippocampal tCho, mI and Cr with the overall severity of mood
symptoms (total DASS-21 scores), as well as the levels for each
domain, depression, anxiety and stress (Table 3), while Glx levels
showed an association with anxiety levels. The cognitive
domains evaluated by the ARCS displayed associations with
hippocampal NAA only at T24, while processing speed and
attention, determined by the SDMT, and were negatively
correlated with hippocampal mI at T12. Other clinical symptoms
that showed the associations with hippocampal metabolite
levels were related to disability status, MSSS score, at baseline
and T24 (Table 3). There was a positive correlation between the
levels of hippocampal Glx and NAA with the MSSS score at
baseline (Table 3), while Glx levels showed an association with
duration of disease at baseline and T24. There was evidence for
hippocampal axonal integrity (NAA/tCr) to be negatively
correlated with voxel CSF (r=-0.47) as well as whole brain lesion
volume score (r=-0.66) at T12 and positively correlated with
total brain volume (r=0.65 and 0.68) at baseline and T12.

Discussion
Our cohort of 20 RRMS patients was clinically stable while
undergoing treatment with DMF. The hippocampus is involved in
learning and memory function and has the highest degree of
neuroplasticity in the brain, with regional neurogenesis
occurring throughout adult life. In MS, changes in hippocampal
proliferation, lesion load, volume, and connectivity have been
associated with alterations in cognitive and mood function in
the EAE mouse model of MS [23] and in MS patients [24].
Despite their relatively short disease duration and low disability
score, our RRMS cohort displayed cognitive impairment,
evidenced by poorer visuospatial, fluency and attention scores,
as well as lower overall performance scores on the ARCS than
the HCs. Similarly, the RRMS cohort had worse attention and
processing speeds in comparison to HCs, resulting in lower
SDMT scores. Our study demonstrated no statistical change in
the level of clinical symptoms, EDSS, MSSS for the study periods
(T0-T12 and T12-T24) while being treated with DMF over the
two years. These results cannot be interpreted as supportive of
predicting a reduction of progression of disability later on.
© Under License of Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License

However, the protective value of treatment on disability may be
evident when evaluated over a longer period of time.
In spite of the fact that the whole brain lesion load was low in
our patient group, our findings indicated a reduction in total
brain volume and partial GM volume within the hippocampal
voxel, compared to healthy controls in cross-sectional and
longitudinal studies. Reduction in brain volumes has been
correlated to an increased risk of disease progression rates and a
decrease of treatment effect in MS [25].
Previous literature [26] reported a faster rate of atrophy in MS
patients (0.5-1.35% per year) compared to age-matched HCs
(0.1-0.3% per year), which is consistent with our annual PBVC
value of -0.4 and -0.55 for RRMS cohort and -0.19 for HCs group
over 2 years. Therefore, the average annualized rate of brain
volume loss over 2 years while receiving treatment with DMF,
might suggest an effect of DMF on brain volume, which was
described in the pivotal trials [27]. A lower rate of brain volume
loss has been associated with a benefit on disease progression in
MS [28].
Using single voxel MRS, we confirmed the importance of NAA
and mI as indicators of axonal loss and gliosis [29]. We found a
significant reduction in hippocampal NAA and an increase in mI
in RRMS in comparison to age and sex-matched healthy
individuals in the cross-sectional analyses. Furthermore, these
changes were associated with morphological changes within the
brain including increased CSF volume, total brain volume loss,
and T2 lesion volume. The use of NAA as a marker of neuronal
integrity was further supported by the reduction in NAA levels
associated with an 18% lower white matter content in the
hippocampal voxel compared to that seen in the same region in
healthy controls. Indeed, others have shown an increase in
white matter NAA content following treatment with MS diseasemodifying therapy [30]. Reduced level of NAA in the grey matter
of MS patients has also been recently demonstrated [31] further
supporting the importance of NAA as a disease marker.
Increased levels of mI have been detected by others in the CSF
from MS patients [32] and also in the T1-weighted hypo-intense
chronic MS lesions [33], the latter thought to be associated with
astrogliosis around the lesion [34].
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Administration of DMF did not result in changes in the levels
of NAA and mI during the 24-month treatment period. This may
suggest that hippocampal neuronal integrity and the level of
microglial gliosis was not significantly impacted on during this
time frame consistent with no significant change in clinical
parameters over this time period.
There were no metabolic changes in the HCs brain between
baseline and 2 years follow up. This confirmed the reliability of
the MRS technique, and that changes observed in the MS cohort
are clinically meaningful.
We observed a trend for higher hippocampal GSH in the
RRMS group at baseline compared to the HCs. However, the
variability in these levels was high and hence it did not reach
significance. This finding may suggest a variable level of
oxidative status in the hippocampus within our RRMS cohort, at
the pre-treatment onset time point, although none of the
patients had received disease-modifying therapies within the
preceding month, or steroid treatment in the preceding three
months.
A significant reduction in GSH levels in the frontoparietal
region has been reported by others in secondary progressive MS
patients compared to RRMS [9]. The same study also reported a
trend for reduced levels of GSH in this same region in RRMS
compared to HCs. We know that our hippocampal voxel was
comprised of approximately equal portions white and grey
matter, with an increase of WM fraction during the duration of
our study, however, the cellular source of the GSH cannot be
determined with certainty. Others have shown at 7T, a
differential reduction of GSH in the grey matter of MS patients,
with no impact on white matter GSH [5]. In studies where
reduced levels of GSH in progressive MS have been shown [9],
spectral editing techniques were applied to optimize GSH
localization, this differed in our study in which we have
undertaken a series of in-vitro scans, using GSH phantoms, to
validate our LCModel post-processing quantification techniques,
to confirm an accurate measurement of GSH.
It has been hypothesized that a possible mode of action of
DMF is by its anti-oxidative effects via modulation of GSH
activity [2,35]. This has been illustrated in-vitro [35] following
DMF administration, however, the current study is the first invivo investigation of the impact of DMF treatment on
hippocampal GSH metabolism in MS patients. We saw an initial
decline in GSH levels during the first month of treatment. It
should be noted that the dosing regimen for DMF involves a
weekly dose escalation over a 4 week period until the
recommended therapeutic level (480 mg daily) is achieved.
Between the first and 24 months of treatment, we observed an
increasing trend for GSH levels within the hippocampus,
approaching that seen in age and sex-matched healthy controls.
Although not conclusive, our findings do support in-vitro studies
which have demonstrated an increase in GSH levels in astrocytes
following the addition of DMF [35]. A corresponding decreasing
trend in lesion volume within the voxel was observed during this
period but did not reach significance. It may be warranted to
investigate a longer DMF treatment period in a larger cohort to
determine an association between hippocampal GSH levels and
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treatment efficacy but our study suggests that GSH is a more
sensitive marker than morphological changes.
We saw a correlation between attention and processing
speed, with an increase in hippocampal mI levels over 12
months. This may suggest an increase in hippocampal gliosis
with altered cognitive function in our MS cohort. It also indicates
that hippocampal mI levels may be a surrogate marker for
cognitive function, although larger longitudinal studies are
warranted to verify this association. The cognitive domains
evaluated by the ARCS displayed associations with hippocampal
NAA of RRMS at T24 only. This result is consistent with a
previous study [29] that showed that decreasing NAA correlated
with cognitive dysfunction as well as with disability in RRMS
patients using 1H-MRS. We have recently shown that there is a
complex interplay between mood disorders such as depression,
anxiety, and stress with cognitive performance evidenced by
lower ARCS scores in RRMS [36].
Using Positron Emission Tomography (PET) imaging, Colasanti
et al., [37] have demonstrated hippocampal microglial activation
to be associated with brain connectivity and depressive
symptoms. Changes in connectivity with the hippocampus have
also been demonstrated in depressed MS patients with
alterations being more prominent in depressed compared to
non-depressed patients [38]. As expected, the DASS self-report
questionnaire confirmed higher levels of depression, anxiety,
and stress in the RRMS cohort compared to HCs. We also
observed an association between mI, tCho and Cr levels with
mood symptoms at T12 and T24. This may represent an increase
in gliosis in the hippocampus with increased depression, anxiety
and stress symptoms in our cohort.
Despite not detecting any alterations in hippocampal Glx
levels, we did observe a positive correlation between
hippocampal Glx and anxiety at T12, and between Glx and MSSS
levels at baseline. However, Glx was negatively correlated with
disease duration at baseline and T24, and with EDSS at baseline.
Glx correlation with EDSS level at baseline has been reported by
Chard et al. in normal appearing white matter and normal
appearing cortical grey matter [39]. However, no correlation
between Glx and disease duration was found by Chard et al.
Others have demonstrated altered levels of glutamate (Glu) in
multiple sclerosis, although regional variations have been noted
[40]. Elevation in Glu has been observed in white matter lesions
but not in normal appearing white matter [41] while in the
hippocampus, a depletion in Glu and Glx was measured [40],
which was in turn shown to be associated with visual and verbal
memory impairment. The underlying pathophysiological and
metabolic changes associated with MS anxiety have not been
evaluated as extensively as those for MS depression. Further
studies are needed to fully appreciate the relevance of a link
between hippocampal Glx and anxiety in MS.
This study is the first to illustrate a change in hippocampal
metabolism associated with the onset of treatment with DMF in
RRMS patients. However, there are a number of limitations to
this study. The findings are preliminary and need to be
confirmed in a larger patient cohort over an extended treatment
period to enable longer-term impacts of DMF on disease
outcomes and metabolic changes to be more fully explored. In
This article is available from: http://www.jbiomeds.com/

the current study, we did not employ spectral editing schemes
to optimize detection of GSH as utilized in other studies which
have investigated the changes in GSH associated with MS [5,42].
We have instead, undertaken a series of in-vitro investigations to
support the validity of spectral post-processing and
quantification using LCmodel for our MRS spectral analysis. This
is supported by ensuring that CRLB of GSH quantification
produced by LCModel was always less than 20%, thus reducing
the contribution of any possible contaminants such as Gammamino Butyric Acid (GABA).

Conclusion
This study demonstrated that MRS is a sensitive marker of
disease activity with several metabolites correlated with clinical
parameters, but also capable to detect a treatment effect prior
to the volumetric change. We have shown that treatment with
DMF may impact on hippocampal metabolism, specifically
glutathione levels, which supports its assumed anti-oxidant
mode of action, resulting in an anti-inflammatory effect in the
MS brain following DMF treatment.
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